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Modification of fixation disparity by visual-feedback 
Abstract 
This experiment was designed to study the extent to which precise binocular fixations as measured by 
lateral fixation disparity could be trained by means of visual feedback. Twenty subjects were trained to 
minimize their own fixation disparity responses by introducing an intermittent binocular stimulus into the 
display field which reduced fixation disparity to within 2' of arc. Introduction of the intermittent control 
stimulus was paired with an immediate visual feedback to the subject. This allowed the subject to be 
aware irnmediately of his own vergence responses. Transference of the practice effect was studied by: (l) 
plotting individual and group learning curves where frequency of the intermittent control stimulus was 
plotted as a function of time (training sessions), (2) change in the average magnitude of fixation disparity 
measured at 4.25 m1 40 em and 20 em, (3) graphical comparison of the patterns of lateral fixation 
disparity (Ogle, et al, 1970) resulting from induced lateral prism and lenses at 4.25 m and 40 em. Training 
of subjects to meet specific criteria varied from two to four weeks. Persistence of the practice effects 
was tested one and six weeks after the completion of training. Significant differences (~=.05) were found 
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A B S T R A C T 
This experiment was designed to study the extent to 
which precise binocular fixations as measured by lateral fixa-
tion disparity could be trained by means of visual feedback. 
Twenty subjects were trained to minimize their own fixation 
disparity responses by introducing an intermittent binocular 
stimulus into the display field which reduced fixation dis-
parity to within 2' of arc. Introduction of the intermittent 
control stimulus was paired with ru~ immediate visual feedback 
to the subject. This allowed the subject to be aware irnmed-
iately of his own vergence responses. Transference of the 
practice effect was studied by: (l) plotting individual and 
group learning curves where frequency of the intermittent 
control stimulus was plotted as a function of time (training 
sessions), (2) change in the average magnitude of fixation 
disparity measured at 4.25 m1 40 em and 20 em, (3) graphical 
comparison of the patterns of lateral fixation disparity 
(Ogle, et al, 1970) resulting from induced lateral prism and 
lenses at 4.25 m and 40 em. Training of subjects to meet 
specific criteria varied from two to four weeks. Persistence 
of the practice effects was tested one and six weeks after the 
completion of training. Significant differences (~=.05) were 
found in the average magnitudes of fixation disparity at the 





Fixation disparity tests measure the difference or 
discrepancy between the vergence stimulus and the vergence 
response. These differences are measured as lateral, vertical 
or cyclorotational, but this study is limited to- the lateral 
components. The vergence stimulus and vergence response are 
most often calibrated in meter angles or prism diopters. The 
discrepancy or difference between the two is most often cali-
brated in minutes of arc or prism diopters. 
Behaviorally, lateral fixation disparity may be 
described as a "motor response lag" of the vergence system, 
similar to the accomodative lag. Psychophysical techniques 
are as yet the best clinical procedure for quantifying these 
responses with sensitivity reaching the vernier acuity thresh-
olds for lines ( approx. 4" of arc) . 
Fixation disparity responses may be described as 
symmetrical (bilateral fixation error) or asymmetrical (uni-
lateral fixation error). These differences are inferred from 
the phenomenal description of a subj e ct and supported by eye 
movement recordings. For the majority of people, the direction 
of the fixation disparity is the same as that of the hetero-
phoria at the same test distance. The magnitude of the fixa-
tion disparity for a given individual can not be predicted by 
the magnitude of the phoria. The converse is true also. 
2 
In order to measure fixation disparity specific 
testing conditions are required. These may be summarized as 
follovls: 
1) A luminous binocular display which provides the 
stimulus for normal sensory fusion or unification to 
occur. 
2) Binocular fixation of the fusable elements in the 
display field is necessary. 
3) Test objects displayed only to the right and only to 
the left eyes, are required. These test objects should 
not be "attached" to binocularly fusable objects. They 
need to be "free" to move. Vernier displacement of 
these monocularly displayed test objects is used to 
measure fixation disparity for the particular testing 
situation. 
There is little or no doubt that fixation disparity 
testing conditions measure the discrepancy between the binocu-
lar vergence of the optical stimulus (direction of the light) 
and the vergence of the eyes. Binocular projection theory 
(correspondence model) adequately accounts for the perceived 
direction of the monocularly displayed test targets. No ex-
ceptions are known or have been reported in the licerature 
reviewed. The theoretical, physiological and clinical signi-
ficance of fixation disparity responses is open to many inter-
pretations. 
To introduce the complexity of analyzing the 
3 
theoretical and clinical significance of fixation disparity 
measurements Professor Haynes has summarized nine generic 
categories of potential hypothesis sets. These sets which 
follmv are not stated in a form ready for given study or 
experiment. Rather, they suggest the class of assumptions and 
hypotheses which may be formulated according to the needs of a 
given problem or study. They also suggest different possible 
ways by which abnormal magnitudes of fixation disparity may 
have evolved or be subject to clinical control or modification. 
"1. Improved Proximal Stimulus Hypothesis: Reduction 
of abnormal magnitudes of fixation disparity 
(vertical and/or lateral) by lenses, prisms and/or 
training is clinically desirable to improve the 
input conditions at the retinal level for enhance-
ment of binocular visual discriminations including 
stereoacui ty, s tereolocali zation; organization of 
stereo-field, etc. (Lenses are used for optical 
transformation o£ proximal stimulus conditions to 
more optimal conditions.) 
2. Unidirectional Stress Hypothesis: Fixation dis-
parity may result from abnormal vergence behaviors 
which are not associated with accommodative be-
havior. To explain the vergence malf~~ction(s) 
a unidirectional stress hypothesis is postulated. 
Neurological stress hypotheses assume abnormal 
innervations or tonic overactions or underactions 
of a particular extraocular muscle set. In addi-
tion, stress hypotheses may be formulated relative 
to orbital mechanics (differen tial resistance to 
movement of the two eyes, adhesions, insertions, 
check ligaments, etc.). Simi lar terms such as 
muscle imbalance, binocular stress and latent 
stress are included. "Stress" use d in this 
manner is an intervening variable. Theoretically, 
an intervening variable is postulated to order 
or explain the covariance of other vergence dys-
functions seen clinically such as heterophorias, 
reduced ductions, reduced prism vergence response 
times , periodic strabismus and various nonconcomi-
tan t motor conditions . "Stress" is no t a necessary 
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hypothesis! Abnormal fixation behavior does not 
prove the "existence" of stress (circular rea-
soning). Stress is but one possible hypothesis. 
3. Accommodative Hypothesis: Abnormal fixation dis-
parity may result from adverse interactions between 
acco~modation and convergence. (Interactions may 
be neutral, £acilitory or disruptive.) By suit-
able testing, it may be determined in a given case 
whether abnormal lateral fixation disparity results 
from (1) hypo or hyper posturing o£ accommodation 
or (2) from normal accommodative responses with 
insufficient or overreactive interactio~ or some 
combination o£ dysfuncti.ons. 
Unstable fixation disparity may be reduced 
with either abnormal exo or eso fixation disparity 
when excessive variability in accommodation res-
ponses are demonstrable and \vhen interaction 
between accommodation and convergence is greater 
than zero. Clinically, if variability is reduced 
or controlled with 14B cross cylinder sphere, low 
neutral dynamic retinoscopy, etc·., the accommoda-
tive source is conf irmed. Instability may be 
confined to the vergence system without accom-
modative involvement. 
4. Suppression Hypothesis: Abnormal fixation dis-
parity may result from central suppression 
(alternate or unilateral). It is postulated that 
a circumscribed suppression zone prevents normal 
vergence error signals from being monitored from 
the bifoveal region. Therefore , eye posture may 
be found at the edge of the suppression zone. 
5. Inadequate Stimulus-Response Hypothesis: Fixation 
disparity results from failure of the vergence 
systems to respond to the e~sential stimulus ele-
ments in the distal and/or the proximal stimulus. 
Training would be the theoretical choice for modi-
fication of fixation disparity if this were the 
correct hypothesis in a given case. Special con-
sideration must be given to using three dimensional 
objects rather than bidimensional displays for 
testing. 
6. Adaptation Hypothesis: Varying amounts of lenses 
and prisms are prescribed for short periods of 
time to induce excessive fixation disparity. The 
resulting adaptation may result in training more 
precise fixation skills. The increased plas-
ticity to respond to lenses and prisms can be 
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measured by the change in the slope of the 
fixation disparity to forced vergence with prisms 
and spheres. 
7. Cumulative Response History Hypothesis: Abnormal 
(or normal) fixation behaviors may resul t from the 
cumulative vergence response history of the indivi-
dual. Fixation disparity, at any given time, may 
be described as the cumulative res u ltant of differen-
tial reinforcement contingent upon the individual 
person's unique optical, motor, cultural and general 
physiologic history. 
8. Coordination or Skilled Movement Hypothesis: 
Abnormal fixation disparity in magnitude and/or 
slope is regarded as an unskilled movement under 
binocular viewing conditions. Clinical deviations 
represent the population variances in this postural 
skill. Measurement of fixation disparity is viewed 
as one of many clinical indicators used to scale 
convergence, vertical ru!d lateral vergence fixa-
tions and tracking skills. 
9. Error Detection Hypotheses: Normal amounts of 
fixation disparity are used as a sensory control 
signal for monitoring binocular eye position during 
normal behavior. Abnormal fixation disparities 
indicates a malfunction in this servo-model control 
system. Stimulus conditions for the detection of 
movement proximal or distal by a target or by the 
organism is present at the retinal level. Stimulus 
information for moveme nt detection is present by 
the increase or reduction in fixation disparity 
before a vergence response is initiated. The change 
in fixation disparity prior to a vergence response 
becomes the potential error signal to inform the 
organism of the appropriate direction to change the 
vergence response. A return to the original level 
of fixation disparity following a vergence response 
may be the signal for steady binocular f ixation and 
constant input condit i ons." 
This study was designed to study selected aspects of 
items 5, 6, 7 and 8 as formulated in the statement of the 
problem. It was not designed to investigate all the possible 
approaches suggested by Haynes. 
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DEFINITION OF TER.l"lS 
Accommodation. The dynamic dioptric changes produced 
by the crystaline lens in the huma~ eye in response to both 
internal and external variables. Accommodation is measured in 
diopters in either stimulus or response units. 
Accommodative convergence. Convergence changes 
associated with changes in accomiTDdation, usually clinically 
measured by changes in phorias under dissociation of binocular 
fixation. 
Accommodative lag. This term is used to describe 
the dioptic difference between the accommodative posture and 
the fixation plane when the habitual refractive correction is 
used as the lens control 
Accommodative pos ture. This performance model defi-
nition describes the level of accommodative activity measured 
in dioptres from the fixation plane in either stimulus or 
response terms . 
Convergence. This term refers to lateral, inward 
movements of the eyes from parallelism leading to binocular 
fixation . Measurements can be made under binocular or dis-
sociated (phoric) conditions. 
Divergence. Binocularly ! a deviation or a relative 
movement of the lines of sight of the two eyes outward, so 
that the lines of sight intersect at a greater distance ln 
front of the eyes or a lessRr distance behind. 
Esodisparity. Fixation disparity in which the lines 
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of sight are converged in front of the fixation plane or the 
binocular vergence of the light stimulus 
Exodisparity. Fixation disparity in which the lines 
of sight are converged beh ind the fixation plane or the binocu-
lar vergence of the light stimulus. 
Motor Response Lag of Accommodation or Convergence. 
This is measured by the difference between the re~ponse in 
diopters OE meter angles and the stimulus le ve l in diopte rs or 
meter angles. 
Prism. A transparent body bounded ln part by t wo 
plane faces which are not parallel and wh i ch cause a deviation 
in the path of light. 
l. Base-In Prism. An opthalmic prism placed before 
the eye with its base-apex line horizontal and its base nasal-
ward. 
2. Base-Out Prism. An opthalmic prism placed be-
fore the eye with its base-apex line horizontal and its base 
nasalward. 
Psychophysics. The _branch of science that deals 
~ 
with the interrelationships of physical stimuli and their 
"mental" or beha vior al correlates. 
Visual Feedback. A general term used to describe 
va r ious sensory, motor or optical processes by which the 




STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
This study was designed to investigate: 
(1) the extent to which precise binocular fixation as measured 
by lateral fixation disparity could be trained by visual-
feedback where no other forms of visual training were 
given concurrently. 
(2) whether a consistent practice effect under training condi-
tions would trans fer to other testing distances. 
(3) whether changes could be brought about by means of visual-
feedback training on the slopes and types of fixation dis-
parity responses as described by Ogle, et al (Type I, II, 
III, and IV curves). 
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 
Correction of fixation disparity has been in the form 
of lenses and prisms. Many methods currently in use do not 
correct the fixation disparity, but optically compensate for 
its presence. Prescription of lenses and/or prisms alters the 
vergence response so that the measured disparity is or approaches 
zero. When reduced to zero this measurement has been termed 
the associated phoria. Changes in the magnitude of fixation 
disparity resulting from many forms of visual training are 
recognized among clinicians (Haynes, H.M.H., 1977). Monocular 
9 
vertical and horizontal control lines widely used for 
suppression control in vectograph and stereo scope targe ts 
change their seen positions as training progresses. The per-
ceived changes are usually noted as being toward the "normal". 
The Brock Posture Board and the Keystone AN series are the 
nearest examples of procedures that may be directly related to 
~ ~ 
fixation disparity. No controlled studies had been reported 
on the effects of visual training on the magnitude of fixation 
disparity and the curves of fixation disparity due to induced 
prisms and lenses. Visual feedback training appeared to pro-
vide such possibilities. 
One task of Optometry is to improve the function of 
the visual system. The possibility of developing a new 
clinical tool for directly modifying the vergence response of 
patients by training them to respond to the essential stimulus 
elements, is of value. It is hoped that this study will con-
tribute to the knowledge on fixation disparity and thereby aid 
in a better understanding of this phenomenon. 
10 
CHAPTER III 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
A search of the literature revealed no published 
studies where fixation disparity was trained using visual feed-
back procedures. 
Haynes and Gray (1961) using visual feedback, 
trained four subjects to reduce their fixation disparity under 
a specific training condition. Subjects were presented with 
a fixation disparity target (Fig. 1). Training was commenced 
when the superior monocular element, the V, was reported seen 
outside the boundaries of the interval created by the inferior 
monocular lines. Subjects were instructed to try and keep the 
V within the lines. An intermittent binocular light stimulus 
was introduced to bring the V within the boundaries of the 
lines when required. Reduction in fixation disparity was 
measured as a decrease in the n~~er of times the binocular 
light stimulus was needed to align the monocular elements. 
Due to the nature of the target used to measure the angular 
magnitude of fixation disparity it appeared difficult to 
_ express precise changes in magnitude. Practice effects were 
demonstrated on the four subjects by ch anges in fixation dis-
parity curves to forced prism vergence. 
Ogle, Mussey and Prangen (1949), Ogle and Prangen 
(1951), Ogle et al (1967), investigated the phenomenon of 
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da tu1ls for fu.3 ion 
Figure 2. Perspective drawing of the instrument used to measure fb{a• 
tion disparity for distant vision. Ogle, K.N.,Mussey, F., 
and Prangen, A. de H.s Fixation disparity and the fusional 
processes in binocular single vision, Arne J. Ophthe, 
32:1069-1087, 1949. (From Oculomotor Imbalance in Dindcular 
Vision and Fixation DisparitYo Lea and Febiger, 1967.) 
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Figure 3. Perspective dra1-1ing of the instrument used to measure fixa-
tion rl~.sparity for an observation distance of 33 em. Ogle, 
K.N., Mussey, F., and Prangen, A. de H.: Fixation disparity 
and the fusional ?rocesses in binocular single vision, 
Am. J. Ophth., 32: 1069-1037, 1949. (From Oculomotor Imbalance 
in Binocular Vision and Fixation :!.> i!;parity, Lea and Febir;er, 
1967.) 
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The distance target for fusion stimuli subtended 20 degrees 
(Fig. 2). A small central area of a given size could be 
blanked out at the center of the target a~d thus appear black-
to the subject. The size found convenient was 1.5 degrees. 
W~thin this center no stimuli for fusion were present except 
a horizontal bright line 28 em long and 5 mm wide. A pair of 
vernier like arrows were seen, above and below s-i>de of the 
horizontal line. The upper arrow was stationary, but the lower 
one could be displaced horizontally. The displacement of the 
two arrows was read by the experimenter from an accurate dial 
indicator to an estimated 0.2 minutes of arc. By means of a 
shutter arrangement the lower arrow could be occluded or 
flashed onto the screen at the will of the operator. The long 
horizontal line was used to prevent vertical and cyclo dispari-
ties and fusion of the arrows. General illumination was sub-
dued. The subject was required to align the lower arrow with 
the top one. The lower arrow was not presented continuously 
but was flashed. The method of limits was used for alignment. 
Fixation disparity was determined for different values of 
prism power introduced before the patient 's eyes. Prism was 
placed alternately base-out and base-in, the base-out in four 
prism steps, the base-in in two prism steps. 
The technique of exposing the arrow had no signifi-
cant effect on the curve obtained. They found that when both 
eyes were blurred with plus lenses, the fixation disparity 
curve did not change appreciably. When only one eye was 
14 
blurred, however, the disparity did change with prism vergence. 
(Peripheral 11 fusion 11 was varied by using a sequence of squares 
which increased in angular subtence. Fixation disparity to 
forced lateral prism vergence increased with increasing angular 
size of the target.) 
The effect of lenses (+1.00, -1.00) added b inocularly 
- ~ 
was also investigated. Fixation disparity changed in the 
divergent direction with plus spheres and in the convergent 
direction with minus spheres. 
The near test necessitated a different instrument 
(Fig. 3). Curves were plotted for both prisms and lenses. 
They found that in general the prism vergence curves were dis-
placed laterally by spherical lenses, as though the lenses 
merely added a constaDt equivalent vergence change. The magni-
tude of this equivalence was found to be about 0.6 MA (3.5 to 
4 prism diopters) to one diopter of lens power. In the early 
experiments only the Type I and I I curves ,,vere distinguishable. 
The third and fourth groups became evident with further investi-
gation. 
Type 1 curve (Fig. 4) is the most commonly found 
curve - the sigmoid curve. The distinguishing feature is that , 
for both base-in and base-out prisms, as the prism power is 
increased and the prism vergence limit is approached the mea-
sured fixation disparity suddenly becomes large and then lS 
followed immediately by the patient's experiencing a rather 
dramatic diplopia. Considerable variation in the exact shape 
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Figure S. 1\.n example of the t ype of fixation disparity curve d esignated 
as type II. In this example the curves cross the abscissa, 
so that the associated phoria can be estimated, The asymp-
totic disparity ~.;rith increasing power of prisms base-out is 
exophori co (Oculomotor I:nba lance in Binocular Vision and 
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Figure 6. An example of the t ype of fixation disparity curve desig-
nated as type III. The d i sparity for increasing powers of 
prisms base-in approaches an asymptote that remains esophoric. 
The associated phorias can be estimated because the curves 
cross the abscissa. (Oculomotor Iwbalance in Binocular Vis i on 
and Fixation Disparity. Lea and Febi ger 1967). 
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Figure 7. An example of the pattern of fixation dispa.ri ty-prism measure-
ments designated as a type IV curve. An asymptotic disparity 
occurs for i ncreasing pris matic deviation with both prisms base-
out and base-in. In this example the curves do not cross the 
abscis sa, so t he associated phoria cannot be estimated. (From 
Oculomotor Imbalance in Binocular Vision and Fixation Disparity. 
Lea and Febiger, 1967). 
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of the curves is found. The variations are principally (1) in 
the slope of the central portion of the curve, (2) in the dis-
placement with respect to the coordinate axes of the graph and 
(3) in the range of the prism vergence limits. 
Type II curve (Fig. 5) - the lower portion of the 
sigmoid curve is missing. When the eyes are forced to con-
verge by the insertion of prisms base-ou~ bef~re- the eyes, L~e 
fixation disparity asymptotically approaches a lower limit of 
exo-disparity. As the prismatic deviation is increased the 
disparity tends to remain constant, until blurring of vision 
occurs and diplopia follows. 
Type III curve (Fig. 6) similar to Type II except 
inverted. The upper portion of the curve is missing and 
asymptotic disparity occurs for increasing base-in prismatic 
deviations. 
Type IV (Fig. 7) - asymptotic disparity is found for 
increasing prismatic deviation produced by prisms both base-in 
and base-out. Clinically it appears that the curve represents 
a less stable oculomotor fusion relationship and is more 
susceptible to being altered by treatment. 
Mixed types - often it was found that the pattern 
of the fixation disparity curve obtained for distant fixation 
differed from that obtained for near fixation. Almost all 
combinations were found, but more frequently Type III was 
found at near fixation for these mixed types (Fig. 8). 
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Figure 8 . An example of mixed curve s, in which the data 
for distant fixation gave a type I curve and the data for near 
fixation gave a type III curve. (From Oculomotor Imbalance 






Fig. 9. Diagram showing that a sigmoid fixation disparity-
prism curve can be described as th~ sum of two separate 
component curves. Modified from Ogle, K. N., and Prangen, A. de H.: 
Further considerations of fixation disparity and the binocular 
fusional processes, Am. J. Ophth., 34:57-72, 1 951. (From Oculomotor 
Imbalance in Binocular Vision and Fixatio_n Disparity. 
Lea and Febiger 1967). 
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Ogle mentions that the magnitude of the normal 
fixation disparity, while usually in the same direction as the 
heterophoria, correlated poorly, because the magnitude of the. 
disparity depends not only on the heterophoria but also on 
other QDidentified variables. The heterophoria with fusion 
(or associated phoria) is indicated by that prism vergence for 
which the disparity lS zero. 
According to Ogle, et al (1967), fixation disparity 
is the manifest difference in the tonicity of the extra ocular 
muscles resulting from the convergence and divergence muscular 
synergies, together with the influence of mechanical and 
neurologic limitationsof those muscles. The latent diplopia 
is held in check by the compulsion to fusion reflex. h'hen the 
eyes are forced to converge or diverge by prisms the tonicity 
difference is changed, and this in turn is reflected in a 
change in the fixation disparity. 
P...n analytic study suggested t..h.at the sigmoid curve 
could be described as the composite of two separate curves 
(Fig. 9) . 
"These component curves suggest the activity 
of two opposing synergies, either muscular or 
innervational, the upper curve describing the action 
of a convergence synergy, the lower curve the action 
of a divergence synergy. The algebraic sum of the 
actions of the two would give the resultant sigmoid 
oculomotor imbalance curve evidenced by the actual 
fixation disparities measured with prisms. 
The shape of these two components obviously is 
not due entirely to the behavior of the convergent 
muscular synergy along or the divergen~ muscular 
synergy alone, for each must include also the 
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possibility of some restraining physiologic or 
anatomic limitations to the disjunctive movements 
of the eyes . Moreover, the particular behavior 
of each will reflect the resultant innervation of 
the accommodation-convergence association, as this 
association may react dif ferently to the stress 
caused by lenses or prisms and to the visual t e st 
distance." (Ogle, et al, 1967). 
Of particular interest is the effect of orthoptics 
on the curves. They state that it appears such training does 
- ~ 
not change the dissociated phorias significantly but that in 
several instances, there were changes in the characteristics 
of the disparity curves. Changes in the characteristics of 
the fixation disparity curves to lenses or prisms or both would 
be manifest therefore as a change in the AC/A ratio as deter-
mined by fixation disparity. 
Arner, et al (1956) attempted to provide a preliminary 
evaluation of the utilization of fixatidn disparity. A 
similarity was noted among the graphs of students who had 
received convergence training. Their g r aphs showed long flat 
slopes over wide forced vergence ranges this indicating that 
fixation disparity was held constant as the vergence changed. 
These students were initially troubl~d by severe asthenopic 
difficulties which were eliminated after the vision training 
program (Figs. lO a and lOb). 
On the other h and, the graphs of several orthoptic 
patients with asthenopic complaints showed limited vergence 
ranges with large increases in fixation disparity with small 
vergence changes. Ogle, et al (1967) too, felt that indivi-




For measurements made at 2.5 m, the correlation 
between asthenopia and a rank ordering of the graphs of fixa-
tion disparity as a function of ve rgence for thirty-five cases 
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Figure lOa A graph considered "good" by the investigators. 
(From Arner et al, Amer. J. Optom. and Arch.Amer. Acad. Optom., 
33:399-409. 
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Figure lOb A graph consider ed "poor" in the evaluation. 






A diverse group of twenty subjects were selected on 
a basis of their fixation disparity responses at 40 em. (See 
"Procedure for Determination of Characteristics b~ Fixation 
Disparity") This selection was made because we had no previous 
experience to determine if the effects of training would vary 
with magnitude of fixation disparity. Subjects were selected 
to approximate a continu~~ of magnitudes of fixation disparity 
from exo-disparity, through the ortho-disparity point to eso-
disparity. 
In addition to the fixation disparity response, 
subjects that had no history of (1) strabismus, (2) amblyopia, 
(3) suppression an d (4) severe refractive problems were accept-
able. In addition subjects had to be capable of attaining a 
visual acuity of 20/20 at distance and near (monocularly and 
binocularly) . No forms of visual training other than was 
., 
being administered by the investigator were permitted. 
The range of fixation disparity selected extended 
from 23'36" of arc exo-disparity to 30'26" of arc esc-disparity. 
Thirteen subjects had exo-disparities and seven esc-disparities 
( See Tab 1 e I I ) . 
DETERMINATION OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF FIXATION DISPARITY 
Apparatus 
A photograph of the apparatus for determination of 
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the magnitude of fixation disparity and characteristics of 
the curves o£ fixation disparity due to induced lenses and 
lateral prisms is shown in Figures lla and llb. The magni-
tude of fixation disparity was determined at three different 
distru1ces, 4.25 m, 40 em and 20 em, and the same target dimen-
sions (angles of subtense) and basic construction were used at 
all distances. Each subject viewed the target through a 
Bausch and Lomb Greens refractor which c ontained the habitual 
refractive correction for the testing distance. A pair of 
removable and adjustable cross polarised plates were attached 
to the phoropter to control the monocular stimulus elements to 
each eye. 
The target subtended 15° visual angle, the square 
border of the binocular display 2 .5° visual angle. (Figure 11 
displays the test target). A horizontal binocular white line 
bisected the display in order to minimize any vertical fixa-
tion disparity which might have interfered with measuring the 
magnitude of the lateral disparity. The horizontal line con-
trolled cyclorotational fixation disparity. Rear illumination 
was used to render the monocular test objects visible to the 
- subject. A septum placed behind the target prevented light 
scattering between the two monocular halves. High contrast 
(Kodalith) film was used to photograph the test objects. The 
negatives, when back illQ~inated, produced white symbols 
against a black background. The binocular display was illumi-
nated by an external light source. Luminance va lues of the 
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I"igure ll.a, ;1 .• pparotus used to determine tl1e ma?Jlitude 
anrl. chara cter istics of latera l fixation disparity. 
11. • Han ua 1 s;,r i t ch, 
used to flash inter-
mittently i lluminate.s 
and occlude upper 
arrow. 
B. Vernier caliper 
C. Rigid strip 
attaching upper 
arrot.r to vernier 
caliper. 
D. matt black 
surround suhtending 
15° visual ansle. 
" 
~ . J inocular disp lay 
subtending 2,5° 
visual • 
. F. Upper arroH 
shmdng lateral 
displacement. 
G· Lm.!er immobile 
arro,,J and 20/20 
numbers. 
firurc Lib, Close- up of bi nocular d i splay and monocul~r 
elauents. 
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apparatus are shown in Table 1. Polaroid was placed over the 
symbols in such a way that when viewed by the subject through 
the analyzing plates, the lower half v.1as seen by the left eye· 
and the upper half by the right eye. The lower half contained 
a row of 20/20 numbers which were used as a subjective control 
by enabling a subject to report relative blur and blur-out 
points. By using 20/20 numbers and instructing -the subject to 
keep them clear and readable it was hoped that accommodation 
would be controlled as a significant response variable. An 
arrow above the central number was used as the reference point. 
A similar arrow above the horizontal bisecting line seen by 
the right eye could be displaced horizontally. This was 
achieved by attaching the film to a rigid backing which in 
turn was attached to a vernier caliper (at near it was attached 
to a micrometer depth gauge) . Any displacement of the arrows 
could thus be read off directly on the scale of the caliper or 
depth gauge. At 4.25 rn the scale was divided into 38 arcsec 
intervals, at 40 ern into intervals of 13 arcsec, and at 20 em 
into intervals of 26 arcsec. Calibration of the equipment on 
~ 
subjects showed that the displacement of the two arrows could 
be determined easily within an accuracy of 1 arcmin (see 
Appendix B for calibration procedures and results). Measure-
ments were thus made to ru! accuracy of 1 arcmin. The top 
arrow could be illuminated or occl ude d by the examiner by 
means of a manually operated switch. No ghosting due to in-
efficient cross polarization was visible. At 40 em and 20 ern, 
the test box was suspended from the near point rule attached 






4.25 m 40 em and 20 em 
\'hite border 2.5 ft. lamberts 0.934 ft. 1 an bert s 
Upper nrro.:.:r 6 , 8 ft. l m'i bert s 2.44 ft. lamberts 
Lower a rrow and 
;.-<umbers 5.6 ft. l~mbert s 2.44 -=~ .u ... lambert<> 
Black surround r.. 1 '"l i..J • .LL :Et. lamberts 0.104 ft.lamberts 
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Procedure 
After the subject had been selected based on the 
magnitude of the lateral fixation disparity at 40 em and 
criteria as stated under subject selection, an Optometric 
examination was carried out. If spectacles and/or contact 
lenses were worn and a prescription was recent (within one 
year) , it was used for the duration of the proje-dt. The lens 
for subjects who wore no refractive correction or where the 
refractive correction was older than one year was determined 
from the examination. 
1. Subject Training 
The refractor was adjusted to the subject 1 S inter-
pupillary distance. The polaroid plates were removed so that 
the whole target could be viewed binocularly. The subject was 
instructed to (1) determine and report subsequent to any lens 
changes and during the measurement procedure (a) distinct and 
readable, (b) blurred but readable, (c) extremely blurred and 
not readable or (d) the row of numbers had doubled, (2) look 
at the lower arrow and not at the top arrow as it was inter-
mittently flashed, but to be aware of whether the top arrow 
was seen to the right or left of the bottom arrm'l, and (3) 
report the position of the arrow whenever it was flashed, 
e.g., "Right, right, aligned." The method of limits was demon-
strated to each subject until the procedure was understood. 
The investigator displaced the arrow to the right hand side 
and between flashes reduced the lateral displacement until 
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the subject reported the arrows as being aligned one over the 
other. The procedure was repeated with the arrow displaced to 
the left hand side. 
task. 
All subjects easily learned the alignment 
2. Measurement 
The magnitude of fixation disparity was determined 
at 4.25 m. Polaroid plates were inserted and the" subject 
instructed to look at the 20/20 numbers for thirty seconds. 
The top arrow was displaced to the right and between flashes 
the "disparity" was reduced until the subject perceived the 
arrows as being vertically aligned. Lateral displacement of 
the top arrow from true alignment was read off on the scale 
and converted to a co r responding angular subtense. This was 
recorded and the procedure was repeated from the left hand 
side. Five pairs of readings were taken in order to determine 
the average fixation disparity value. 
The curves of fixation disparity to forced vergence 
were determined next. Due to th~ problems of individual 
variations in the rate of prism adaption, and lens adaption, 
one pair of readings was taken for each value. Fixation dis-
parity was measured as soon as the patient reported on the 
appearance of the numbers. Here too, the method of limits 
was used to determine the magnitude of disparity at each prism 
and lens value. Prisms base-out and base-in were placed alter-
nately before the subject's eyes to minimize adaption. Incre -
ments of four prism base-out and two prism base-in were made. 
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~iaure l2a. 7isual-fGerlbnck trainin~ e oparatus. 
A. i"lanually operated s,,•itch ,.f.1ic!1 •men depressed illuminates 
binocular control ele;•1ent s (Figure 12b), 
D. ~-it1mu lus c!elay in "on" position. 'Jinocule1r stimulus Fill 
be illuminated for 5 seconds. (In "off" position len gth of 
stimulus is illuminated dependent on length of tirne svitch 
A is depressed. 
C. ~~l•2 ctron i c counter. d1 i ch registers the frequency the control 
stimulus is used. 
[). /;.pparatus On/llff S'Y7itc!1. 
z. Jinocular display subtcnds 8.5° visual angle. 
F. ;led chevron. 
G. Green lines separated by 2 minuteP of arc (film did not 
resolve). 
H. ~att black surround subtcndinding 20° visuDl anEle. 
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Figure 12b. Visua l- feedba ck apcaratus 
A. Switc~ d:apressed. 
I . Binocular control clement illuminated 
.. 
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The same procedures were followed when plotting the curves of 
fixation disparity to induced lenses. Plus spheres and minus 
spheres \vere alternated and increases were made in half diopter 
steps. Readings were halted when any one of the following res-
ponses was obtained: ( 1) diplopia was experienced, ( 2) the 
numbers could no longer be distinguished (recorded as blur-
out), (3) the numbers were alternately reported ·s~en and not 
seen, (4) the numbers before the left eye moved excessively 
and the subject reported the top arrow as "jumping around", 
(5) +2.50 and -2.50 spheres if the n~~~ers were still readable, 
(6) 40 prism base-out and 40 prism base-in if the numbers were 
still single and readable. Rest periods were taken between 
each section, i.e., after the average magnitude of fixation 
disparity had been determined, after measuring the change in 
fixation disparity to forced vergence and when changing the 
test distance. 
Subject training was repeated at 4 0 em. The forced 
prism and sphere procedures described above were followed when 
testing at 40 em. Only the average magnitude of fixation dis-




Training was carried out at 40 em and l m. Two 
boxes were constructed to produce optically identical stimulus 
conditions. Photographs of the apparatus are displayed in 
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Figures 12a and 12b. The target subtended 20° and the oval 
binocular display 8.5°. Red/green filters ensured that the red 
chevron and green lines were seen monocularly when the corre- • 
sponding filters were placed before the subj ec t's eyes. The 
chevron and vertical lines were the target features used for 
training more precise binocular fixation. A chevron and lines 
were used in preference to lines in order to mini~ize the 
probability of an U.."'"lwan ted fusion stimulus and therefore align-
ment, during the training. The green lines were constructed 
with a separation of 2' of arc at the test distance. The 
binocular control element was connected to a manually operated 
switch "A". A stimulus delay "B" enabled the investigator to 
adjust the length of time the intermittent stimulus remained 
visible to the subject during certain phases of training. 
For the rest, the duration of stimulus was controlled by the 
subject. 
Procedure 
Training was commenced at the 40 em distm1ce. The 
habitual refractive correction, if required, was placed in a 
trial frame together with the red/green fi l ters. The subject 
was instructed to view the training appara t us and asked to 
report on the relative positions of the chevron and lines. 
If a fixation disparity was present the chevron and lines 
(monocular control elements) were seen as being displaced 
laterally. When the switch "A" was pres sed, the binocular 
stimulus served to align t he monocular targets if a binocular 
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fixation was made for this control element. The binocular 
control was perceived as having "1 us tre", a combination of 
red and green, under these conditions. Two separate lines, 
one red and the other green, indicated that the subject was 
unable to fuse the binocular stimulus. The presence of one 
line, either red or green, demonstrated color and/or contour 
suppression of the eye corre sponding t o the miss-ing color. 
During the first five minutes o f each training ses-
sion the de lay "B" was set so that when activated, the binocu-
lar stimulus would remain illwT.inated for five seconds. This 
was done so that a record of the subject's ability to control 
the fixation disparity was obtained as training progressed. 
All subjects were carefully indoctrinated as to this part of 
the procedure. They were instructed to p ress the switch as 
soon as the monocular targets were perceived as being out of 
alignment. The targets were consi de red as being out of align-
ment as soon as the chevron moved beyond either green line, 
i.e., a fixation disparity of greater than 2' of arc was 
present. Instructions were that they were not to consciously 
align the targets. An electronic counter connected to the 
delay counted the number of times the binocular stimulus was 
used to align the monocular targets. 
For the rest of the training session the delay was 
disconnected and the length of time the binocular control 
remaine d on was controlled by the subject. Training consisted 
of (l) using prisms of increasing power base-in and base-out 
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to induce sudden vergence changes. Base-in prism induced 
esc-disparities and base-out prism produced exo-disparities 
when t he vergence response was not equal to the stimulus leve~. 
( 2) us ing positive and negative spheres to produce changes in 
the vergence response. Changes in fixation disparity by posi-
tive and negative sphere s were produced t hrough interaction 
between the accommodative and c onvergence respon-ses. Typi-
cally, increased accommodative activity brought about in-
creased con vergence activity. Similarly reduction in accomr::o-
dative activity produced a reduced convergen ce response. Minus 
lenses tended to increase the magnitude of esc-disparity and 
decrease exo-disparity. Plus lenses tended to decrease the 
magnitude of esc-disparity and increase exo-disparity. 
The subject was instructed t o align the monocular 
targets, as prisms and lenses were introduced by using the 
binocular stimulus to aid in the establishment of correct 
acco~nodative and vergence responses to the essen ti al stimulus 
elements. As training progressed the sub ject was instructed 
to align the monocular stimulus elements without the aid of 
~ 
the binocular stimulus. He was instructed to use the control 
stimulus as i nfrequently as possible. Training at the 1 m 
distance was begun as soon as the subject demonstrated the 
skill to easily align the targets at 40 em even with induced 
prism and lenses. 
Training Criteria 
When the binocular stimulus was used five times or 
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less to align the monocular stimulus elements during three 
successive training sessions, a subject was considered to have 
met training criteria. In addit i on , criteria had to be met at 
the 40 em and 1m training distances. The lens and p rism values 
used at 40 em were (a) 10 prism diopters which was alternated 
from base-in to base-out for ten cycles, (b) +1.50 and -1.50 
diopter sphere s which were alternated for ten cyc-les. The 
prism value used at 1 m was six prism diopters which was alter-
n ate d from base-in to base-out for ten cycles. As the lenses 
and prisms were introduced subjects had to report that the 
monocular elements were clear and that alignment had occurred 




The effects of the training on lateral fixation 
disparity were first studied first by comparing individual sub-
ject changes, secondly by comparing changes in the central 
tendencies of the group and t hirdly the data was- ~xamined to 
determine whether or not distinct patterns of response could 
be found within the groups. 
~~GNITUDE OF FIXATION DISPARITY AT 40 em 
To determine whether the magnitude of fixation dis-
parity was reduced at 40 em the following analyses were made: 
(a) Individual learning curves of the flash fre-
quency of the intermittent control stimulus versus time 
(training sessions) were plotted. Inspection of the indivi-
dual learning curves showed that all subjects demonstrated a 
reduction over time of the flash frequency of the intermittent 
control stimulus. Figure 13 shows a typical response. As 
training progressed there was a rapiq reductior. in flash fre-
quency which asymptotes during the last few sessions. Note 
the rapid reduction in fl ash frequency which occurred during 
the first and second training session. 
(b) Group learning curve of flash frequency of the 
intermittent control stimulus versus time (training sessions) 




























Figure 13 Subj: D.S. (1) INDIVIDUAL LEARNING CURVE 
Number of flashes in five minutes is plotted 
on the ordinate against the number of training 
sessions on the horizontal axis. (Graphs for 
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TRAINING SESSION 
Figure 14 Group Data: Median for Each Trai ning Session at 
40 em. 
N = 20 
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TRAINING SESSION 
Figure 15 Group Data: Mean and Standard Deviation for Each 
Train ing Session at 40 em. 
N = 20 
• mean 
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2.5 I l 7 1.· c: 2b . I 10 12.5 15 ~ 22.5 25 
FI XATION DISPARITY (MINUTES OF ARC) 
Magnitude After Initial Magnitude 
Training (One Week After) 
Figure 16 
Graph shows the e ffec t of t he t rai ning on the magnitude 
of fixation disparity at 40 em. As the flash frequency 
decreases there is a cor re s ponding decrease in magnitude 
of fixation disparity in 17 of the 20 subjects. Sub-




TABLE II. Fre quency Distribution of !·ia gnitt•d e of Fixa tion Dispar i ty at 40 em, 20 em, 4 . 2 5 m 
Defore the Commencement of Tra ining. 
Fixation 
Di s parity 61,0 em 20 em 4. 2 5 l1l 
(I n tervals 
in Minutes ! ~ so-Dispa rity l"':xo-D i spari ty J:so-D i spari ty l!::xo-D i spa ri ty Eso-D i spe~ ri t y Exo-D i spari ty 
of Arc) 
0 .:: 2 1 1 2 1 5 5 
3 - 7 2 2 1 3 ~ 5 3 
8 - 12 1. 5 l 4 1 0 
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median and mean and standard deviation of the sample. By 
inspection there is a decrease in the mean flas h frequency of 
the intermittent control stimulus over time and t he position · 
of the median value approaches zero-fl ashes . A t-test for 
r e lated samples shmvs a statistically significant difference 
between the mean frequency of flashes for the first session of 
training and the mean frequency of flashes for ~e last ses-
sion of training. (t=8.0654 1 df=N-1) Figure 16 shows that 
the decrease in magnitude of fixation disparity is related to 
reduction in flash frequency of the binocular stimulus. It may 
be as sume d that the reduction in magnitude is a result of the 
training procedures. 
(c) Nonparametric statistical tests were used to 
analyze the changes in magni t ude of fixa_tion disp a rity. The 
Sign Test was used because the data was of such a nature that 
more complex statistical tests with their accompanying assump-
tions were not required. Data were analyzed to determine the 
practice effect one week after training h a d decreased 
(approached zero) compared with the magnitude before training 
a plus sign was awarded. Magnitudes~recorded within ±1 minute 
of arc were regarded as having no measurable difference and 
were assigned zero scores. Zero scores were disregarded when 
determining the levels of statistical significance. A level 
of significance of ~=0.05 for one tailed test had been selected 
previously in designing the experiment. Table II represents 
the frequency distribution of the magnitude of fixation disparity 
at 40 em, 20 em and 4.25 m before training commenced. 
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Statistically significant differences were found 
between the magnitudes of fixation disparity before and one 
week after training. Table III, column A, represents the 
frequency distribution of subjects showing changes in magni-
tude of fixation disparity at 40 em, over this period. No 
s ubj ect showed an increase in the magnitude of fixation dis-
'+-parl. ... y. Fourteen subjects showed a reduction in the magnitude 
of fixation disparity. Of the six subjects in which no mea-
surable change was demonstrated, four (numbers 1, 4, 12 and 15) 
showed a disparity of less than three mi nutes of arc before 
training commenced. 
(d) Statistically significant differences were 
found between the magnitudes of fixation disparity before 
training an d six weeks after the cessation of training. (See 
Table III, Column B). Sixteen subjects showed a decrease in 
the magnitude o f fixation disparity. One subject showed an 
increase from thirty-three seconds of arc eso-disparity to one 
minute fourty-four seconds of arc eso-disparity. Three sub-
jects ' (again numbers l, 4 and 15) showed no change. 
(e) No statistically significant di ffere nce was 
- found between the magnitude of fixation disparity one week 
after training and six weeks after training (see Table III, 
Column C) . This indicates a stable practice effect. Eight 
subjects showed a further reduction in magnitude between two 
a."'1d thirteen minutes of arc, eight subjects showed no measur-
able change and four subjects showed an increase in magnitude 
between two and four minute s of arc. 
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Til !3Li:: I V. GiWUP l_I ECRE.t\ SE r' L O l··It\G!·JITUDE OF FD:J\TIOI-i IHSPII.RITY 
AT 20 CH Am 4.25 \-1 
. '. ' 
Frequency of ~" re-trEJining- Pre-training- One Heek post-
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Pra ctice Effect 
20 em 
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! 
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I :· :cRE/,~:.~1 .., 0 0 
.J 
;:a crli\l'~GE: 14 1 r 1 ,.., I .LJ l<-' I 
:)T!..'f I ST I CALLY 
:_; I Gi·JIFI CANT l~o Yes I ·~o 
The data indicate that there has been a significant decrease 
in the magnitude of f ixation disparity due to transference 
of the practice effect. 
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--- ---------- .... 
DECREASE IN THE MAGNITUDE OF FIXATION DISPARITY 
AT 20 em N~D 4 . 25 m. 
The Sign Test was used to statistically determine 
whether the practice effect at 40 em had tra.11sferred to the 
other test distance, 20 em and 4.25 m. See page 4 7 for method 
of use. 
(a) A statistically significant difference was found 
at 20 em when comparing the magnitudes of fixation disparity 
before and one week after training. Table IV shows the fre-
quency of subjects showing transference of the practice effect 
from 40 em to 20 em. Fifteen subjects showed a reduction in 
the magnitude of fixation disparity. No subjects showed an 
increase and five subjects shmved no measurable change. '!1vo 
of these subjects, 8 and 15, had magnitudes of less than three 
minutes of arc before training. A stati s tically significant 
difference was found before and six weeks after training. No 
subjects showed an increase and only one subject, number 15, 
showed no measurable change. A statistically significant dif-
ference was found between the magnitudes of fixation disparity 
one week after and six weeks after t~aining. No subjects 
showed an increase and nine subjects showed a further reduc-
tion in magnitude indicating that ~he effects of training 
were not only stable but were continuing after t raining had 
ceased. 
(b) The magn itude of fixation disparity at 4.25 m 
before training and one week after training showed no signifi-
cant differences. It must be remembered that the selection of 
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subjects was based on the magnitude of fixation disparity at 
40 em and that the inve s tigator had no knowledge of the magni-
tude of the disparity at 4.25 m. This is significant when one 
considers the number of sub j ects who showed no me asurable 
change. Of the fourteen subjects showing no change at 4.25 rn, 
ten had magnitudes of fixation disparity of three minutes of 
arc or less before training commenced. Three sub~jects showed 
an increase i n the magnitude fixation disparity between two 
and four minutes of arc, while three subjects showed a decrease 
in the magnitude of fixation disparity between two and seven 
minutes of arc. When the magnitudes before training and six 
weeks after training were compared, a stat i stically significant 
difference was found. Six weeks after training no subject 
showed a..11 increase, fifteen showed no measurable change, 
while five subjects showed a reduction in the magnitude of 
fixation disparity between two and seven minutes of arc. No 
statistically significant difference was found when comparlng 
the magnitudes of fixation disparity one week after and six 
weeks after training. This shows high retention and further 
imp'rovement in this fixati on skill. Two subjects showed a 
further reduction, while eighteen shmved no measurable change 
in magnitude. 
An analysis of the magnitudes of lateral fixation 
disparity at the three test distance s was made to determine 
whether there had been a decrease i n the motor response lag of 
convergence as measured by lateral fixation disparity. The 
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The data indicate that there has been a significant reduc-
tion in the motor response lag of fixation disparity. This 
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The data indicate that there has been a significant decrease in the magnitude of 
fixation di s parity across the ranges of prisms and lenses due to tran s ference of 
the practi c e effect. No statistically significant difference in the third columns 
indicates t hat the skills learned d uring training are~still pres~n.t. 
magnitude of fixation disparity at 4.25 m before training was 
subtracted from the magnitude of fixation disparity at 40 em 
before training. This v alue was compared with the corresponding 
value calculate d from the magnitudes of fix a tion disparity six 
weeks after training. Similar procedures were undertaken to 
compare the lags of the 20 em- 4.25 m distance and even the 
20 em - 40 em distru~ce, over this time period. -The Sign Test 
shows that statistically significant decreases were found in 
the motor response lag of convergence as measured by lateral 
fixation disparity. Table V represents the frequency of sub-
jects who showed decreases in the respons e lag over the three 
distances. The motor response lag of convergence of 40 em -
4.25 m showed a decrease in convergence lag in thirteen sub-
jects, an increase occurring in only one. The motor response 
lag of convergence of 20 em - 4.25 m also showed a decrease in 
thirteen subjects, increases occurring in two subjects. Al-
though only over a short distance, the 20 em - 40 em motor 
response lag of convergence was significantly decreased. Nine 
subjects showed a decrease in the convergence lag while two 
showed an increase. 
CHANGES I N THE P .ZtTTER.1" S OF LATE RAL F IXAT I ON DISPARI TY 
In order to determine whether the patterns of lateral 
fixation disparity were subject to this specific form of train-
ing the dat a was treated in the f o llowing ways: (a) The Sign 
Test was used to determine whether there were statistically 
significant differences before and after training between the 
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magnitudes of fixation disparity across the ranges of base-out 
prism, base-in prism and positive and negative spherical lenses 
at 40 em and 4.25 m. Changes in the magnitude of fixation 
disparity were calculated by subtracting the magnitude after 
training from the corresponding magnitude before training. 
Tables VI and VII represent the frequency of subjects who 
showed cha.Tlges in the magnitude of fixation disparity across 
these ranges, (1) before training and one week after training, 
(2) before and six weeks after training, and (3) one week and 
six weeks after training. A significant change towards zero 
indicates that there has been a group trend resulting in the 
flattening of the curves of lateral fixation disparity due to 
induced prisms and lenses {See appendix D for graphical rep-
resentations). The Sign Test did not show a significant dif-
ference in the curves due to induced negative lenses at 4.25 m. 
Use of the Wilcoxon matched pairs signed-ranks test, however, 
did show statistically significant differences (flattening) in 
these curves. 
Arithmetic comparison of magnitudes of fixation dis-
parl ty differences were used rather than attempting to use 
mathematical equations to describe these changes. The mathe-
matical model derived by Ogle, et al (1967) did not prove to 
be adequate in describing the curves and therefore changes in 
the curves {Schor, 1977). The changes at selected points, were 
adequately described by the Sign and the Wilcoxon matched pairs 
signed-ranks test. The graphs have been included in Appendix 
D as visual representations of these changes. 
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TABLE VIII 
DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES IN CURVES OF I FORCED VERGENCE AT 40 CM. 
I 
SUBJECT CHANGE IN CHANGE IN CHA.L'JGE IN MAGNITUDE 
ASSOCIATED CHARACTE RI S TICS FIXATION OF 
PHORIA PF CURVE DISPARITY HETEROPHORIA 
(PRIS!;-1 · (ARCMIN) (PRISM 
DIOPTERS) DIOPTERS) 
1 1 (R) Rotation 1 ( R) 4 Eso 
2 No crossing Lateral shift 10 (R) 18 Eso 
I 3 0 Rotation 6 ( R) 9 Exo 
4 1 ( R) Rotation 1 ( R) 8 Exo 
5 2 (R) Rotation 4 ( R) 10 Exo 
6 No crossing None(?) 1 (R) 8 Eso 
7 0 I Rotation 8 (R) 4 Exo 
8 I 5 (R) Rotation 18 ( R) 12 Eso 
9 6 (R) Lateral shift 4 (R) 12 Exo I' I 
10 2 ( R) Base-out 5 ( R) 6 Exo 
ll 0 Rotation 8 ( R) 10 Exo 
, ? 
.L- 0 I Base-out 0 (ortho) or tho 
13 9 ( R) I Lateral shift 22 (R) or tho 
I 
' 14 1 (R) Rota-tion 6 ( R) 4 Exo 
15 increase 3 Rotation 2 ( R) (10 exo)-5 Esb 
16 l ( R) Rotation 4 ( R) 4 Exo 
17 5 ( R) Lateral shift 14 (R) 5 Exo 
18 0 Base-in Ill ( R) 7 Eso 
I 
19 ' 3 (R) Base-out 8 ( R) 9 Exo ~ 
l 20 No crossing Rotation(?) 10 ( R) 7 Exo ' 
*(R) = Reduction 1n magnitude 
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Further evidence that there was a smaller error of 
f ixation for a given amplitude of forced vergence was seen on 
inspection of Lhe curves of fixation disparity at 40 em. These 
curves were used because this is the distance at which the 
initial selection was made and nineteen subjects showed a fixa-
tion disparity. (Appendix C for tables and Appendix D for 
graphical representations). 'I'he associated phoria was esti-
mated by finding the point at which the curves crossed the 
abscissa. Comparison \vas made of the curves obtained before 
training and six weeks after training was completed. Table 
VIII shows that there were ten subjects (numbers 1, 3, 4, 5, 
7, 8, 11, 14 , 15 and 16) who showed a rotation of the forced 
vergence curve obtained six weeks after training had been 
completed. Rotation of the curves implies that there has been 
a change in the slope of the curve and that there has been an 
altered response to a g1ven amplitude of forced vergence--a 
smaller error of fixation. In these subjects the reduction in 
the magnitude of fixation disparity to forced vergence had been 
to both base-in prism and base-out prism regardless of the 
direction of the fixation disparity. Five subjects showed 
e:x:o-fixation disparity and the other five showed esc-fixation 
disparity. 
Interesting variations \vere found among the other ten 
subjects. Three subjects who had exo-fixation disparities 
(numbers 9 . 13 and 17) and one subject who had an esc-fixation 
disparity (nurn.l:>er 2) showed what at first appeared to be a 
vertical shift of the whole curve. Closer inspection showed 
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however that this apparent vertical shift could be explained 
on the basis of lateral shifts of the associated phoria. Ogle 
et al (1967) showed that lateral shifts in the curves could be 
brought about by the addition of spherical lenses. It was 
assumed therefore that changes in accommodative response or 
orthophorization or both had taken place. Three subjects who 
had exo-£ixation disparities (numbers 10, 12 and 19) showed an 
improved response to base-out prism stimuli only and one sub-
ject who had an esc-fixation disparity (number 18) showed an 
improved response to base-in prism stimuli only. These reduc-
tions in magnitude of fixation disparity were opposite to their 
habitual fixation disparity &~d could have been the result of 
adaptation or improved response. The new curves for the three 
subjects with exo-disparities took on the characteristics of 
Type II curves (Ogle et al, 1967). Difficulty was experienced 
describing what had occurred with two subjects, numbers 6 and 
20. 
Slli%~ary of Results 
Results achieved by b~is experiment indicate that a 
new clinical tool has been developed £or directly modifying 
the vergence response of patients, as measured by lateral 
fixation disparity. The extent to which the vergence response 
can be modified in clinical subjects with diagnosed vergence 
dysfunctions can not be accurately predicted until these pro-




DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
The success of this type of training, teaching the 
' subject to respond to the essential stimulus elements is evi-
dent. Ogle (1967) demonstrated that the magnitude of fixation 
disparity remained constant over a long period of time. It 
must be assumed therefore that any reducti ,.)n in magnitude has 
been due to training the subject to control the disparity. 
This study confirms the results found by Haynes and Gray (1961) 
in a preliminary study, that there is a reduction in the flash 
frequency of the intermittent control stimulus over time. The 
significant reduction in the magnitude of fixation disparity 
at 40 em, the transferen ce of the practice effe ct to the other 
test distances 20 em and 4.25 m shown by a significant reduc-
tion in the magnitudes of fixation disparity and the signifi-
cant reduction in magnitude of fixation d i sparity across the 
ranges of lenses and prisms shows that it is possible to 
modify the vergence responses to approach what was considered 
by Ogle, et al (1967) and Arner, et al (1 956) to be graphical 
characteristics of superior binocula r systems. Because of 
the difficulty classifying the graphs in Types as Ogle did, 
it was not possible to determine whether certain Types were 
more amenable to training than were others . The important 
factor however was the flattening which was found. 
Subjects received a total of four hours of training 
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over the four-week period, attending three twenty-minute 
training sessions per week. Subjects showed individual dif-
ferences in their response to the training. Three subjects, 
numbers 5, 17 and 7, met criteria at the sixth, seventh and 
eighth training sessions repsectively (Appendix E). For the 
purposes of analyzing the group reduction in flash frequency 
of the intermittent control stimu lus, the s e subje'cts were in-
eluded as having zero flashes for the remainder of the sessions. 
As training progressed it became apparent that some subjects 
were not progressing as rapidly as others, for example nu~bers 
8 and 9. Within this group some demonstrated a sharp drop in 
flash frequency after a few sessions of relatively no improve-
ment, for example numbers 2 and 6. I became aware that sub-
ject number 8 experienced no symptoms during the training and 
also showed little improvement in the rate of flash frequency. 
Subjects 2, 6 and 9 only showed a sharp drop in the rate of 
flash frequency once they began to report symptoms of pulling, 
strain, burning, tearing, etc. during the training sessions. 
This observation, although difficult to quantify, could be an 
~ 
area for f uture research and observation during all forms of 
visual trainin g. If the subject's visual system is unable to 
respond to the various stimuli it seems that little or no 
symptoms are experienced. 
Subject number 20 experienced great difficulty 
voluntarily converging. No problem was experienced once a 
binocular stimulus was introduced. This phenomenon persisted 
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for the duration of the training even though pri s m ranges 
were adequate. The prism ranges (Appendix F) h a d very little 
influence on his inability to overcome small illnounts of prism· 
under fixation disparity conditions. It is interesti ng to 
speculate that ~~e peripheral targe t was not an adequate 
stimulus for this subject, or that the magnitude of the fixa-
tio n disparity had little or no correlation to tHe magnitude 
of the duction range. 
Four of the seven subjects in the study (numbers l, 
2! 4 and 18) who demonstrated esc-disparity manifested greate r 
esc-disparity upon s~e addition of positive spheres magnitude 
at 4.25 m. Figures 16a and l6b show the graphs of lateral 
fixation disparity due to induced lenses at 4.25 m for sub-
jects nurobers 2 and 4. Th e horizontal axis shows spherical 
lens values in half diopter increments, the vertical axis shows 
fixation disparity in minutes of arc. As described under pro-
cedures for the determination of the curves of f ixation dis-
parity, the average magnitude was determined fi rst , followed 
by the curves due to induced prism and thirdly the curves due 
~ 
to induced lenses. It is not known therefore whether t he 
greater esc-dispari ty was due to the res idual effects of the 
addition of base-out prism or due to the unstable posture of 
the binocular system with a consequent greater esc-disparity 
caused by the degradation of visual acuity and an inward 
posturing of acco~modation. If the effect was caused by base-
out prism why was there a further incre ase in esc-disparity 
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upon addition of increased magnitudes of positive spheres? 
One solution is that this was caused by the residual eso-
disparity caused by the alternation of positive and negative · 
spheres. Figure l6a shows that subject nw~ber 2 no longer 
manifested this pheonomenon six weeks after training. Ques-
tions which arise are: (l) are the residual effects of base-
out prism and negative spheres no longer effective due to a 
superior binocular system which is responding to the essential 
stimulus elements? {2) are these factors of importance or is 
it in fact due to degradation of visual acuity? 
Assuming that the greater esc-posture was caused by 
degradation of visual acuity and therefore a less stable 
binocular sys t em, we must consider carefully what could occur 
in esotropes who are wearing spect acle correcitions with 
greater positive lens values than is required at distance in 
order to force the accommodative system to relax. What could 
in fact occur is that accommodation could posture inside the 
far point due to an ~ndefinite stimulus. 
The use of red and green monocular stimulus elements 
~ 
in the training apparatus provided a means of judging the relative 
acco~~odative response . The subjects were instructed to keep 
the monocular eleme nts clear as the lenses and prisms were 
introduced. Some subjects who manifested exo-disparities had 
great difficulty converging to base-out prism as long as they 
had to keep the monocular elements clear. The accommodation 
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relationship to bring about convergence. This was emphasized 
when positive spheres were introduced. The binocular control 
did not aid this situation until clarity could be maintained · 
in response to base-out prism. The subject had to learn to 
converge chiefly using the vergence system. 
Not all subjects were ready for this training. In 
general , if adequate prism and lens ranges were ~resent 
(determined during the visual examination-see appendix F) a 
rapid decrease in the flash frequency was evident as well as 
an ability to control the monocular elements during training. 
Some subjects, numbers 6 and 8 for example, had difficulty fusing 
the intermittent control stimulus and training time had to be 
spent practicing this skill. If prism and lens ranges could 
have been developed prior to, or concurrent with, the train-
ing, it is probable that a larger and faster improvement in 
flash frequency and hence in their ability to control their 
fixation disparities, would have been evident. 
The Sign Test proved an extremely valuable means 
for statistically treating the data, although a minor problem 
> 
arose with its use. In cases where a large reduction in the 
magnitude of fixation disparity occurred, a corresponding 
shift in the curves to induced lenses and prisms took place. 
A good example is subject number 13. Inspection of the 
curves due to induced base-in prism at 40 em (Appendices C and 
D) shows that before training the subject manifested a fixa-
tion disparity to 2 prism base-in of 16 '4 7" of arc exo-disparity 
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and after training 1'37" of arc esc-disparity, a more "normal" 
response. At the 10 prism base-in level the subject has 
reached zero fixation disparity, or the value of his associated 
phoria before training. Due to the decrease in the magnitude 
of the exo-dispari ty after training, a 9' 45" of arc eso-
disparity exists at the same level. The Sign Test shows this 
as an increase in fixation di sparity, a n e rrone·dus conclusion. 
This also occurred in subjects who demonstrated larger exo-
disparities due to induced base-out prism as the result of a 
decrease in the magnitude of an eso-dispari ty (sub ject nu.'Uber 
6). Due to the small number of such occurrences, the success 
rate of the training procedures and the fact that this did not 
occur in all cases, they were included in the group tallies. 
The results show that once a correct response has 
been established there is a further improvement and not 
necessarily regression when training is halted. This is seen 
in Tables IV, VI, and VII, one week post training--six weeks 
• 
post training, where there are more subjects showing a further 
decrease in the magnitude of fixation disparity. In most 
. 
instances there are no statistically signi ficant differences 
between the magnitudes of fixation disp a rity one week after 
and six weeks after training. This means that there was no 
decrease in the effectiveness of training . In Table VI there 
are significant differences for base-in and base-out prism. 
These are not cases of regression after training however, but 
examples of f urther improvement in the responses of the visual 
system to induced prisms of 40 em. 
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The ability of this technique to change the 
characteristics of the curves of fixati o n disp arity has far-
reaching consequences. Ogle, et al (1967 ) , Arner (1956) and ~ 
others f eel that flat slopes and extended ranges are proof of 
adequate systems. It is theoretically possib~e then to 
approach this situation. 
The statistically significant C.ecrease-::f in the motor 
response lag of convergence as measured by lateral fixation 
disparity serve further to demonstrate that a simple shift in 
the magnitude of fixation disparity has not occurred. There 
has been a reduction due to an altered interaction between 
the components of the visual system in response to the test 
stimulus. It may be that convergence, like accommodation, 
requires training where certain skills have not been acquired 
through normal development. By making the patient more aware 
of the differential responses to the essential features of the 
convergence and accommodation stimulus, more precise binocular 




This study has shown that it is possible to train 
more precise binocular fixation as measured by lateral fixa-
tion disparity, where no other forms of visual training are 
.. 
given concurrently. This was shown as a significant change in 
the magnitude of fixation disparity at 40 em and by the reduc-
tion in the flash frequency of the intermittent control stim-
ulus over time for individual sub j ects and the sample. It was 
shown that the practice effect under training conditions will 
transfer to other distances. This was seen by significant 
changes in the magnitudes of fixation disparity at 4.25 m and 
40 em. The v a rious patte rns of lateral fixation disparity 
(Ogle, et al, 1967) are subject to this form of training and 
show significant flattening. This was seen by significant 
changes in the magnitudes of fixation disparity at 4.25 m and 
40 em due to induced prisms and lenses. 
Suggestions for further research 
There is no theoretical reason why vertical and 
cy clorotational fixation disparity should not be trained by 
the same techniques. Furthe r research is needed with a popu-
lation having magnitudes of fixation disparity of 5 1 of arc or 
greater at both 40 em and 4.25 m, rather than just at 40 em. 
Further research is needed to determine whether there is a 
significant reduction in patient symptoms following this form 
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of training. Now that it has been demonstrated that fixation 
disparity is amenable to trai~ing in subjects with binocular 
vision, research is needed to establish to what extent this 
technique can ai d in the establishment of normal binocular 
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AP.PEN) I}{ A 
Consideration will be given h ere to the histori cal development • 
of the techniques used for the examination of, and search for understanding 
of, the phenomenon of fixation disparity. The references cited bear no 
direct r e lation shi p to the proposed study, but have been included as a 
revie•-< of the literature on fixation d isparity. 
Hofman and 1HelschO'IvSky (1900), as cited by Ogle, et al (1967), 
using a haploscope presented targets of identical pages of print to eaD~ 
eye (refer to Fig. 18). In the center of each target a horizontal line 
wa s dra'lm. On the target to be seen by the left eye a short na rrm.;r vertical 
line was drawn in the center of the horizontal line. On the right target 
a millimeter scale was dra\.m horizontally belm..:r the line. \·J ith binocular 
observation of the t argets, the images of the print were fused and the 
vertic:1 l line -;.ms seen pointed to some scale division. They found that 
as the arms of ::he haploscope ~-rere moved to alt er the convergence o f the 
eyes, the position of the ind icator mark relative to the scale changed, 
in spite of the print appearing single. They ca lled the discrepancy in 
convergence a "residual d lsparity". (Fixation disparity). 
L.1u ( 1921), n lso using tar~ets irl' a haploscope, observed that 
the monocularly seen portions of the tar8ets appeared displ a ced hori~on­
tally 1.;r ith respect to e ach other; the ma gnitude of the displacement varying 
vi th the degree to whi ch the convergence of the eyes vas forced to change. 
InTin a n d Sakuma (1924), using the haploscope with card targets 
(4 and 5 of dia;;;onds)' found that although the corner di amonds vere fused, 
the center diamond changed its position '~ ith sudden movements of the cards. 
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Angle of convergence 
Target for l e f t eye !I y \ 
Left . Orm 
RE . EiJ L.E . Cen ters of rotation of arm 
. ' Millt meter scale 
Figure 1 8. Scheme of haploscope and targets used by Hofmann 
and Bielschowsky which illustrates phenomenon of fixation 
disparity (called by them residual disparity). (From Oculomotor 
Imbalance in Binocular Vis.ion and Fixation Disparity 
Lea and Febiger 1967.) 
.,. 
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AmGs and Glidden (1928) reported on a phenomenon they called 
"retinal slip". They found that the magnitude of the slip appeared (1) to 
be some1vhat determined by the space that separated the similar from the 
dissimilar parts of the targets; (2) for any one observer the amount of 
the slip varies with the amount that his eyes are verged from their normal 
position; and (3) the magnitude varied "ith different individuals. 
Although no statistical analysis appears to have• been carried 
out on the data obtained from fifty-one subjects, Ames and Glidden claim 
a close correlation between the amount of change in vergence necessary to 
correct the retinal slip and the phoria measured in meter ang les. They 
also described hm;r the horizontal slip could be changed by changing the 
accommodation of the observer. 
Another area of investigation was retinal slip and stereoscopic 
v ision. They found that for an observer T..Jho had a phoria for the distance 
at which the cards \orere placed, that in some cases the slip ,.;as greatly 
reduced ~men he appreciated a good stereoscopic effect. If the slip was 
not reduced, the stereoscopic effect tended to be poor and could be greatly 
improved by chang ing the vergence until the slip ~•as eliminated. 
Clark (1936), as cited by Carter (1957), reported an experiment 
~ 
in wh icn he took photographs of t he eyes as fi;{ation was shifted back and 
forth bet ,.:re en tuo objects in a fused stereoscope picture. i-le found fixation 
disparity magnitudes as great as 2-4 degrees, the object of fixation still 
' 
being reported single. He stated that any point on the retina within one 
to one-half de ,<?;rl2es from the center of the fovea may be used for fixation. 
Horr:an (19t..7), studying the direction of the visual lines .,Then 
fusion T . .:ras broken, noticed thnt as vergence Has ch<-~nged "there ,.,as a notice-
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able lag of the dissinilar parts of the fusion target . On the average 
tmen this difference betueen the t1m dissimilar targets became 1 em, 
diplopin resulted." He said the lag observed ~-ras the fixation disparity •• 
i' .. ccording to Charn-:mod (1951), ">hen prism is applied the amount 
of slip increases more and more rapidly until it measures something like 
the full extent of Pnnum's area, at this point fusion breaks do1m . Ogle, 
et al, as previously stated, worked Hith a perip:-teral lock~and test detail 
on a blanked-out central space. Representative subjects of the Type 1 and 
Type 2 curves were tested Hith this square vary ing fro1:1 1/2° to 6° and found 
marked changes in the recorded curves, those of the first group becoming 
steeper as the area free from fusion detail vas increased, ,,1hile the hori-
zontal part of the curve for members of the second group 1ms displaced 
vertically, the change in slope being confined to the end representing 
forced convergence Hhere the curves cross approximately at a point. 
Charmmod fe lt t'clat this powering and ra is ing was an even more 
fundarnentnl difference between the tuo z roups t~2n the difference in the 
shape of the curves. He felt that this bore out Ames and Glidden in that 
varying the size of the area ~lithout fusion detail does not alter the 
forced verzence needed to produce zero slip. 
She~herd (1951) rejected the hyp.ot:hesis that fixation disparity 
increased wit~ an increase in target size, i.e., central fusion lms decreased. 
T~1e correluti on he obtained for the particular experimental apparCJtus and 
procedure va s r ~ -.26. This study vas prompted by Ogle's reference to this 
phenomenon. 
Stc·..:ard (1951), as cited by Carter (1 957), using a photographic 
technique, determine d the difference bet>-reen the convergence stimulus nnd 
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the actual convergence of the eyes, the fixation disparity, for various 
targets and target dIstances. E:ven 1merr he used a cross hair for binocular 
fi;{ation, convergence fluctuations of over a degree occurred -vrithout any 
m.mreness of diplopia. He pointed at the discrepancy in the maximum 
amount of fixation disparity obtained by Ogle's subjective technqiues and 
his phot:og;raphic one and advised further experimentation. 
~ ~ (1951) presented his theory of ocular dominance. In this 
paper he supports Ogle's results that fixation disparity is present in the 
non-doninant eye in certain individuals. He states that, "fixation dis-
parity is a 'plus or minus tolerance• that allows for the lJmitations on 
the ability of the binocular motor coordinating mechanisms to take and hold 
a setting of the eye muscles ~.;ith anything like the precision they might 
have if they 1;ere made of metal, instead of living tissues. If, hovever, 
the triangular relationship of the two eyeballs and the point of regard is 
doomed to be this inaccurate, it seems logical to- relegate all the inaccur-
acy to the eye ,.;hose variations in posture cannot induce corresponding 
falsifications of the perceived posture of objects." 
:Iebbnrd (1955), as cited by Carter (1957), reported in a personal 
communication that he had made photographic measurements of the right eye 
components of fixation disparity ~•ith three subjects and that he had found 
surprisingly large amounts of fixation disparity . 
Hitchell and Ellerbrock (1955) investigated the variation of 
fixation disparity '•ith prolonged stress on the fusional med1anism of the 
eyes. The purpose of the study '"as to attempt to a nsver questions such as 
"Does fixation d isparity change Hith protracted use of the eyes·~ Does it 
vary Hith the stress on the fusional mechanism due for example, a large 
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phoria'1" 
Adaptation to forced divergence vas found, no such compensation 
Has demonstrated for forced convergence. The curves of forced convergenca 
usually require a longer period for recovery than those of divergence. On 
these bases, the authors concluded that fusional convergence was mediated 
by a different mechanism than fusional movement in other directions. The 
parameter of time 't-l<lS f ound to play an inportant part in d~termining the 
shape of the curve. Because fixation disparit y did not adapt during forced 
convergence, they suggested that it might be of value in the clinical anal-
ysis of the convergent fusional mechnnism. 
Jampolsl<: y (195 6) state s that it is possible to diagnose convergent 
fixation disparity by means of the cover test. This is in direct conflict 
':¥ith Ogle. Jampolsky also states that everyone has a minute amount of 
"normal fixa tion disparity". Th i s is due to the fact that physiological 
nystagmus and Panum' s areas make the visual axes, ivi thin certain 1 imi ts, 
miss exact bifoveal fixa tion under normal conditions. 
According to him, the problem of fixation d isparity is primarily 
concerned ~.r ith the foveal areas of Panwn. Fixation is limited by the size 
of Panum' s area .at the edge of the most central (foveal or axial) fusional 
oorrier. If then the test situation maices ii:: art ificially poss ible for the 
pat i ent to miss bifoV(Wl fixation, tilrou.:;h the absence of fusion detail, 
a greater amount of fixation disparity may be determined than occurs in 
nature. This i·!as related primarily to convergent fixation disparity. 
Jampolskv, Flor.1 and Freid (1957) investi ga ted the magnitude and 
direction of fi~ca tion disparity a s i-Tell a s tryi ng to determine the type of 
relationship existing between fixation d isparity and horizontal hetero-
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phorias. The conditions under 1vhich the fixation disparity v1as measured 
eliminated the central blanked-out area, in order tha t an evaluation of 
the relationship bet,.;een fixation disparity and horizontal heterophoria 
coul d be obtained which 'mulct be more nearly that >·klich occurs under normal 
seeing conditions. 
Ths results they obtained showed that for distance fixation, 
larg e values of e sophoria are associated 11i th larg e value~ of convergent 
fixation disparit y , but that for exophoria there was little or no relation-
ship bet1•een the degree of exophoria and the fixation disparity. The best 
fit parabola showed that the a mount of fixation disparity was almost cons-
tant over the range of e:wphoria but that the esophoria showed an increase 
in fixation disparity with an increase in the magnitude of the esophoria. 
For the near fixation distance the relationship bet,veen the 
heterophoria and fixation disparity was the same kind for both esophoria 
and exophoria. Increasing amounts of heterophoria \.:rere associated with 
increased amounts of f ixation disparity. 
They noted that the direction of the fixation disparity \vas 
ahmys in the same direct ion as the heterophoria in esophoria, but that 
ca ses of exophori 3 11ere associated 1-1ith a convergent fixation disparity. 
Such ''opposite" fi;.~at:ion disparity measurement s were u sually associa ted 
Hith small amounts of heterophoriCJ. They concluded that they Here probably 
artifacts of illstrumentation and technique. 
Carter (1953), (1960), (1964), in a series of articles on fi xa tion 
diGparit y , discussed (l) the division of fixation c!isparity betueen the t 1w 
eyes, (2) the variation of fixation disparity with forced vergence induced 
by base-out and b3se-in ~rism, and (3) the quantit ave changes in fixation 
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disParity .:md in prism with prolonged -..rearing of prisms. 
Fixation disparity ,_;as measured under t~vo different conditions. 
In the first condition only the fusion clues were at least 0.75° peripher~l 
from the center of the field. In the second situation, a central vertical 
line was seen binocularly in addition to the peripherQl fusion clues. 
For the parcicular test situation it ~-1a s found that most subjects shm-red 
a constant error either to the left or the rigllt. It is .t.j1is constant 
error vhich ~-ras used to explain the possible shift seen between the uni-
ocular components of fixation disparity (Fi~. 19). 
Carter concluded that persons ~vith normal binocular vision sub-
jectively shm-1 an equal division of fixation disparity. Those subjects 
~...-hose experimental results definitely indicated an unequally divided 
fixation disparity vere subjects v,rho had a history of partial suppression 
of one eye. 
'rith only peripheral fusion, fixation d isparity setting s of from 
10-20 minutes ~vere not uncomnon ·:li th ::-t igh forced converc;ence or ct i vergence. 
\:i th f oveal fusion ]JresGnt fixation disparity rarely exceeded six minutes. 
Rer;arding the shape of the fixation disparity curves he found 
that many subjGcts demonstrated a different response type depending on 
-~,h eth~r or not foveal fusion was present~ • He divided t he curves in four 
g roups. They Here identical vith regard t o fixation disparity response 
to base-in prism forc~nr: diverL,ence. The difference vas in the response 
durin~ convergence forced by base-out pri sr.1. 
Group I was cha racterized by A steady .:?xo shift of fixation 
disparity 11ith increasing convergence. GrouD II demonstrated a vergence 
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Fi gure 19· Example s of data of subject s whose 
curves for the right and left eye components of 
fixation disparity probably are shifted apart by an 
uncompensated vernier constant error. (From 
Amer. J . Optom. and Arch. Amer. Aca d. Opt om., 
35:590-598.) 
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the base-out prism limit. Gr01.1P III Has characterized by u vergence range 
yJith no change in fixation dispa rity extending up to diplopia from base-
out prism. The Group IV response to convergence ~-1as, first, on exo trend · 
but as higher base-out pri sm ~vas employed an esc shift occurred, He con-
eluded that this indicated a high facility at positive fusional convergence, 
Pichmll & Stocklev (1960) measured fixation disparity objectively 
hy observing i rna ges on the .subject's fundi. - ~ They shm,Ted that the image does 
in fact slip across the retina during the phenomenon of binocular fixation 
disparity, The amount of slip nppeareci to be fairly constant for each 
patient (observed under the same conditions), but depended on the degree 
of fusion lock, The more central the lock, the smaller the retinal ima ge 
slip. 
Hebbard (1962) compared subjective and objective measurements of 
fixation disparity. Photo!jraphic (objective) measm_·ement s were made by 
placing contact lenses \d th plane mirrors on both eyes of the subje ct and 
reflecting li ght to an oscillograph ic camera, by using the optical lever 
principle. The measurements ~.rere based on the follm.ring assumptions. (l) 
That while one eye is occluded, the mean position of the unoccluded eye 
is the position of zero fixation d~sparity, (2) that the change in the mecn 
position of the unoccluded eye r,rhich occurs during binocular vision as com-
pared to its mean position d uring monocular vision is a measure of the 
uniocular component of fixation di sparity, (3) the total fixa tion disparit y 
for the tHO eyes equals the algebraic sum of the uniocular components. 
Since the vari a tion bet ween the results of the ttw methods of 
measurement lies within the limits of experimental error, the data support 
the conclusi on that the subjective measure of fixation disparity does indi-
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cate the relative mean positions of t~e eyes. 
Hebbard (1964) studied the effect of blur on fixation disparity. 
Only four subjects were used in the study, but all fcur shm.;red an increase; 
in fixation disparity ~.rhen the fusion target was blurred Hithout the use 
of lenses before the eyes. He suggested that a larger increase in fixation 
disoarity for blur produced by plus lenses may indicate good fusion quality. 
f.Iallet (1964) considers fixation disparity to occur in two forms -
~ 
"the most com.tnon form occurs whenever heterophoria throws a burden upon 
the individual ~-nic~1 the available fusional processes find difficulty in 
meeting - an uncomoensated heteroohoria. The fixation disparity in these 
cases is very small, being limited by the dimensions of Panum's areas at 
the foveas, i.e., ~ S minutes of arc. It lS therefore much too small to 
be seen nith t~e cover tests. The disparity will be much the same '"hether 
the hetcro~horia causing it is one or t\;renty or oore prism diopters." 
The second type is linked with foveal suppression allowing 
lar~er Panum's areas to be used. Accordin~ to ~~llet, it is possible to 
see this deviation with the cover test. 
~ (1967) - although Oq;le's ;:.;rork has been discussed previously, 
some interesting comments on fixation disparity will be included here. 
"It, is apparent from statc!'lents fQlJ1ld in the clinical literaturG 
that the phenomenon of fixation disparity often is not understood. To 
counteract the misunderstandin3, it seems 'd0l"thl7hile finally to cla r ify 
sowe prevalent notions about fixation disparity, 
First, and this point must be emphasized, fixation disparity is 
not n 'small angle squint•. Nor, if found in a patient, does it indicate 
a latent squint - unless one wishes to accept the idea that any heterophoria 
is a latent squint. 
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Fixation disparity cannot be found by the cover test. Not onl y 
is this angle too small, but it would be completely raasked by the eye 
movements due to the phori'a. 
Fixation disparity is~ an indication of the lack of foveal 
binocularity. 
Fixation disparity is~ an indication of anomalous correspon-
dence. 
It is not possible to differentiate between heterophoria and a 
heterotropia on the basis of •-rhether or not fixation disparity exists. 
Fixation disparity is D,2! related to foveal suppression. 
Fixation disparity has no effect on stereoscopic depth perception, 
nor does it have anything to do with aniseikonia. 
Fixation disparity will occur only, first, if the subject has 
some fusion, and second, if there is an oculomotor imbalance or a hetero-
phoria at the test distance." 
Vool f (1963) found differences in measures of fb(ation disparity 
between college freshmen in the top quartile and those in the bottom quar-
tile on reading achievement. Phoria measures \vere not different in these 
good and poor readers. 
Kerns (1969) r(~ported on seventeen patients Hhom he had corrected 
1.rith prism as indicated by the distance AO vectographic fb:ation disparity 
test. Eleven had complete relief from asthenopic symptoms, five partial 
relief, and one reported no relief. 
Martens (1970) reiterates Ogle's ideas on fixation disparity 
that "it is part of normal binocular vision." 
BackMan (1972) found a positive correlation existing bet>·reen the 
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Sheard-Percival criteria and the fixation disparity elimination results 
for base-out prism. · No significant correlation existed for base-in ?rism. 
Fifty-six subjects were studied, thG amount of prism used to relieve the • 
fi~<ation dispari t y ;.;ras determined by the Hallet box. 
Cole and Boisvert (1974) reported on the effect of fixation 
disparity on stereo-acuity. Under the conditions of the experiment, each 
subject shmred an overnll increase in stereo-acuity as fbtaticn d isparity 
lms reduced tmmrds zero. The relationship, how·ever, ~vas not a simple 
linear one. 
Due to an assumed proximal effect, all observers shoHed eso-
fixation disparity for all settings of convergence - similar results for 
exo-disparity therefore, have to be assumed. Unfortuna tely the conver-
gence r anges of the instrument ';.;ere 1 imi ted. 
The c:1uthors suggest a change in stereothreshold >vith both base-
out prism and be1se-in priGm for a Type I curve, a change in sto:;reothreshold 
vith base~in primll but not t..1ith bnsG-out prism for n Typ•3 II curve, a change 
in stereothreshold with base-out prism but not with base-in prism for a 
Type I I I curve, and no change in stereothrcshold for large base-out prism 
or base-in prisr;;, but a ~mall c!:w.nr--e for intermediate values of prism for 
a Type IV curve. (Curves as dcscri bed by egle). They also Sl17p;est changes 
in stereothreshold uith convergence to be different at different fixation 
distances due to the occurr8nce of mb~cd types of pattern fixation d i :-=:-
parity curves. 
Pe1yne, Grish:1m !lnd Thomas (1974) provided t~Jo sets of lenses to 
ten patients wi th asthenopia and fixation disparity at near. The same 
. 
frame and distance prescription \lB S used, but one set of lenses had the 
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prism required to reduce fixation disparity to zero as determined with the 
near ~~allet unit, the other had no prism. In accordance ~·1ith the double 
blind method, neither the patients nor the dispensing experimenter kneu 
"1-rhich lenses had prism. All patients preferred the lenses with pr ism. 
Larson and Outerbridge (1974) studied fixation disparity under 
conditions of continuous measurement. 
The test durati on vas 1 imited to 175 seconds. -4enerally speakin.'S , 
the time course of the associated phoria ~.;as a characteristic of the subject. 
The authors suggest, therefore, that because of changes found in the magni-
tude of the fixation disparity, that experimenters and those interested 
should consider the use of continuous measurement. 
Mallet (1974) discusses the genesis of fixation disparity as he 
sees it. 
It has been shmm. that the binocular response from optimally 
super-imposed corresponding receptive fields is greater by some 457. than 
\ As soon as the al ig:nment of the two 
fields becomes less precise, a marked decline~ in the response to stil.":lu-
lation is evic~ent. 
I'~orrnal binocular vision involves the precise superimposition of 
JXlirs of receptive fields in order to obtain maximal response and optir::um 
stereopsis. 1.lhen this precise aligrunent of the receptive fields occurs 
in the plane containing t'.le object of r egard, fi~wtion is precise and 
state of affairs is present in the majority of people in spite of the 
presence of heterophoria. Generally, the fusional reserve is adequate 
to neutrnlize any latent deviation and enable fi~~ntion to be exact. 
Generally, the compensatory fusional reflexes are adequate 
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to neutralize any laten t deviation and enable fixation to be exa ct. In 
cases where the fusional reserves are just inadequate to cope with the 
situation, the eyes Hill USUally deviate in the direction of t he hetero-
phoria, There u ill be a loss of prec ise fixation. Th is loss of pre cise 
fixation , th en, resul t s in a someuhat subnormal degree of binocular vision . 
He states that clinical experience over the past fif teen years 
has sho\m that patients viith uncompensated heterophoria a·lt ha ve fixation 
dispar ity and that the absence of fixation disparity demonstra tes the 
adequacy of the fusional reserves to cope '"ith ,matever het e rophoria may 
be present. 
Ha_ynes (1977) has compiled a list of clinical generalizations on 
fixation disparity. The following list contains the sali ent impressions 
of H .N. Haynes, ga i ned from the 1i ternture and ~dth using fractional d is-
:>ociation tnrget s , polaroid t:1rgets and stereot r a.ining targets . 
1. If fixation disparity is abnormal in posture habitually, 
t':len any spherical lens prescription Hhich is acceptable 
by other criteria ~,rould have a better prognosis if fixation 
disparity is moved tm·mrd normetl clinical ranges of mea-
surement. 
2. Unstable fixation disparity induced by accommodative 
dysfunctions may be reduced by presc ribing the app~opriate 
sphGricnl glasses. 
" 3. 8pherical and/or prismatic lens prescriptions which increase 
the magnitude or variability of fi~wtion disparity beyond 
normal limits for a given test should be avoided, This is 
especially true if the deviation persists after days or 
~;reeks of wearing the glasses. 
4. It is a favorable indicator for prescr ibing prisms ~,>hen 
acceptable magni t udes of lateral (or vertical) prisms by 
other criteria reduce or stabilize the variability o f 
fixation disparity. Conversely, when l ar~e amplitudes 
of unstable fixation disparity are shmm ,.r i t h a proposed 
lens prescri ption, then control of the vergence oalfunction 
by glasses al one appears iinprobable. 
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5. \~hen lateral prism is indicated in a g iven case by other 
prescription criteria, tha prognosis is improved if fix-
ation disparity is rendered normal by these proposed prisms. 
Similarly, if the magnitude of prisms to normalize fixation 
disparity measurements equals other criteria then the pre-
scription of prism is indicated. 
6. Slopes of fixation disparity behaviors to sphere s, prisms 
and distance are probably equally important clinically to 
the ma?,"nitude of fb<ation disoarity at any one distance. 
Neutralization techniques for measuring and prescribing 
are limited by not taking these variables into account. 
- ~ 
7. If the amount of lateral prism (or sphere) to produce 
normal fixation disparity responses is greater tha n other 
prescription criteria such as blur point analysis, spherical 
slope considerations, recovery-phoria computations, etc., 
then the prognosis for successful control with lenses is 
improbable or greatly reduced. 
8. Identification of the multiple variables in any given case 
vhich :3ives rise to abnormal ver3ence behavior is necessary 
for prescribing. No simplistic balancing procedure ~,rith 
spheres or prisms vithout due considera tions to the multi-
plicity of variables contributing to the dysfunction seems 
theoretically probable. lluch experimental and clinical 
literature argues a3ainst s i mplistic neutralization tech-
niques. Thin is not to imply that s ome cases will not be 
satisfied with prescriptions developed by using the minimum 
lens and/or prism to neutralize or control. 
9. '•!hen the prismatic 1.1agnitudes f or normalizing fixation dis-
parity ~t near and at far are in conflict, then the prognosis 
for .successful prism appli cation is markedly reduced. 
10. Sufficient experiment<ll and clinical studies which correlate 
fixation disonrity to other prescription criteria have not 
been performed . Empirically or theoretically, it i s not 
safe to use fixation d isparity R S fhe sol e determina tion 
of spherical or prismatic prescription over basic refractive 
n~eds. 
Studies hnve nlso 'Jeen made of the accommodation-cor:.versence 
relationships using fixation disparity. Ogle, et al (1967) derived a 
rel<lt ionsh i p bet He en accornn10dat ion and convergence from fixation disparity 
measurements obtained ";dth (l) prisms and (2) ~.;ith lenseso The derived 
data are obtained by finding by inter;Jol<lt ion for each of the lens pm~ers 
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used, the corresponding prisms that cause the same fixation disparity, 
Hebbard (1960) describes five methods for determining prism-
lens ratios nnd mentions that fixation disparity findings give prism-lens. 
ratios varying from 3,3 to 4,3 depending on hot.T the ratios are determined, 
. ~ 
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/..PPEND I X D 
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INSTRUMENT RELIABILITY 
P!:"ocedure The subject viewed the target with the habitual 
correction in place in the Bausch and Lomb phoropter. 
Conditions were identical to the testing situation 
except that the polaroid analysers on the phoropter 
were removed. The whole target was seen binocularly. 
The examiner displaced the top arrow to the right-
hand side. During flashes the lateral displacement 
of the arrows was reduced and the subject was asked 
to report when the arrows first appeared in vertical 
alignment. The procedure was repeated from the left-
ha~d side. Five pairs of observations were made for 
five subjects at each of the test distances 4.25m, 
40 em and 20 em. 
Results A graph was plotted for five sub j ects at each test 
distance. The vertical axis shows the frequency 
the subjects reported the arrows as being vertically 
aligned at each horizontal axis unit. The horizontal 
scale represents the actual scale readings on the 
caliper and micrometer deEth gauge. Inspection of 
the graphs shows that the reliability of the instru-
ment readings are wi t..'"lin one minute of arc, the 
accuracy to which readings were made. L~y larger 
variability was assumed due to the instability of 
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CXFLA£:.ATIOii OF SIGIJ CONVENTIOrl ~;~>ED 
In the columns containinp: tT1.c_ 1•1ean map:nitude of fixation clisnarH:y 
the traditional si?n convention ap?lies, i.e. +for eso-rlisparity and - for 
exo-dlsoarity. For the rest the + signs have no reference to either exo- or 
esc- d isParity. T~c ;::osition of the upper arrmv wnen perceived by t!:le subject 
as being vertically aligned <vith the lower arrou, is convey~d !)y the ;- si:;ns. 
All ueasurements ~Jere cmilrlence<:i 'lvith the arrov on th ':a right side of physical 
a 1 i0'nr:~ent. The horizontal separation of the arroHs uas clm·.rly reduced. 
If (1) the subject ~erceived the arro<vS as VGrticnlly aligned 'A7hen 
the actu~l position of the arret< Has to the RIGliT of physicnl alignment ,,1hen 
aoproaching fror.1 t1.1G RIG~-IT side i:·:o si;;>;n 1:ms m-mrded. 
(2) the subj\~Ct uercC?iVGd the arrm.rs as vertically alL:;ned •hen 
tlt'3 <'lctual 'Josition of t~1e arrmr FilS to t 11c LEFT of Physical ali~nment vhen 
!·1'1asurcrrtent s ~•ere repeated fro:n the left side of physical al Lm.ment. 
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